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 Purpose of our schools

 Importance of Tarbiyat encompassing Taleem

 Value based curriculum

 Setting standards and bench marks

 Quality in Education

 Continuous Professional Development

 Role of Management in achieving outcomes

 Partnering with Parents

 Challenges as a source of opportunity

 Paradigm Shift in approach to teaching and learning

 Importance of Collaboration

 Excellence, Sustainability, Compliance and what not…



 Foresee the future

 Acknowledge our areas of improvement

 Prepare our children for action by:

 Opening their perceptions

 Inspiring their hearts

 Developing them holistically

 Igniting courage to lead by service

 Service to the entire creation 

 Environment

 Living Beings

 Human Beings





Formula to fulfill the purpose of our existence and the purpose of our 
schools.









WHAT STOPS US FROM 
DOING KHIDMAT?

Perceptions?

Misconceptions?

Lack of awareness?

Ingratitude?

Being indifferent to all the bounties that we have been bestowed?



1. Not realizing the resources available.

2. Not maximizing existing resources.

3. Needing resources, currently unavailable.

What is the worth of bounties bestowed upon you?



RESOURCE

RESOURCEFUL!



Resource

Something we use to achieve a goal.

Resourceful

Is the ability to find better (multiple) 
ways to overcome difficulties.





Fixed
Mindset



Scarcity
Mindset



You are ready to do service, become a contributor and walk on 

the path of true Leadership



Reflection Boosters for Practice

(Questions to ask at the end of the day)

Was I able to see a situation/person/event from multiple pair of glasses (mindsets)?

Am I seeking feedback on my current mindsets?

Did I challenge my inability or shortcoming?



What you need is the ability to do more, create more 
and give more from whatever you have….

That’s Creativity!!!





Reflection Boosters for Practice

(Questions to ask at the end of the day)

What was the most Creative Thought I got today?

What was the most Creative Work I did today?



 I cannot survive in Pandemic myself. 
It’s time to be safe and stocked.

 My house is safe in floods. Its already 
difficult to be safe during COVID, 
Someone must help the victims

 Its difficult to get fees during this 
pandemic and now flood will make it 
even more difficult.

 I can spend my zakat on deserving 
people from the community

 I need to do something for the worst 
affected people struggling for a meal

 What can I do, Let’s give shelter and 
food in our schools

 We need to restore the confidence 
and dignity of those affected by 
floods, Lets give free education to all 
of them. Allah will send HIS bounties

 Khidmat-e-Khalq is beyond 
boundaries and noblest of deeds to 
win the pleasure of Almighty







Power of collaboration and team work. It doesn’t add up, it creates new 
realms of greater contribution beyond imagination.





Reflection Boosters for Practice

(Questions to ask at the end of the day)

Was I involved in any Team Work today?

Did I help any of my team member today?



 Joining consortium of NGOs during flood relief

 Partnering with Police to serve the needy regardless of religion

 Opening up the premises for CRPF





 To live up-to our full potential.

 To truly contribute to the world we live in.



Resourcefulness

Mindset

+

Creativity

+

Collaboration




